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Student life is the creamiest part of life. All the fun, student activities, learning, and teachers have a
special place in heart. School is the place where we make friends for lifetime. These unforgettable
memories are the ones, which we cherish for the rest of our life. As the student, grow in terms of
their age, their activities also change accordingly.

In school, a student activity is limited in between home and school. However, when he enters into
college life, he gets to see the original and unseen aspects of life. One gets to do many student
activities, which one has not done before. Like many students join student politics in order to fulfil
their political ambitions. Student's politics is the basis of politics wherein the students can learn the
intricacies of the profession and the tricks of the trade with complete understanding. In India,
student's politics is very huge comparing to other nations. Various political parties choose the
aspiring politicians from these universities. For example, Delhi universities elections are seen with
keen interest by the politicians and are covered by the national media with a lot of hype thrown in it.

If we talk about college campus, campus activities have a huge impact on the student`s mind. There
are various kinds of campus activities, which a student does in the campus as various games are
played like quizzes, debates, team building activities, skits, various sports competitions like
swimming, race etc which helps in the student`s overall personality development.

Apart from that, students are given different kind of projects to do so that they can research on a
particular topic with interest. In management schools, the students are made to undergo summer
internships so that they have some kind of corporate experience under their belt before sitting for
campus interviews.

The more students participate in their campus activities, the more they get to learn about the
important aspects of their life, and ultimately it helps in future.
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Julia Roger - About Author:
For more information on a campus activities, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a student activities!
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